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I. IN'rRODUGTION
At the death of Augustus, Rome possessed four
principal provinces: in Africa: Numidia, Africa
(Tunisia), Cyrenaica, and Egypt. Soon after"
Mauretania as:well would become a province, thus
c-reating a sphere of direct Roman control stretching
across the top of the African continent. These
territories would become Rome's most valuable
possessions, economically and culturally; their
influence on Roman history, an influence not to be
overlooked by historians., would be profound. Yet the
narrow strip of land that was Roman Africa represents
only a tiny portion of the vast bulk of the African
continent, and there were peoples beyond the Roman
frontiers ..who inhabited that continent and from time
to time came into contact with Romans or with Roman
subjects. These peoples were those whom the Greeks
and the Romans called Ethiopians.-"dark-skinned" or
"black" men who lived in the desert or up the Nile
or in the lands beyond. The history of the contacts
between these peoples and the Romans' has been somewhat
overlooked by historians, deapLte the fact that there
are numerous indications that these contacts were both
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many and important. Admittedly, there is a dearth of
contemporaneous evidence of relationships between
Ethiopians and Homans, and it is also true that much
more archaeological work must be done before we can
even begin to describe the histories and cultures of
most of the Ethiopian nations. However. the lack of
these materials should not deter us from evaluating
the records that are at hand; indeed, sufficient
evidence does exist to permit us to sketch in a picture
of the interrelationships of the Roman world with the
ancient African world.
In this paper I shall concentrate in particular
on the contacts between the Roman world and Ethiopia
during the period 50 B.C. to 300 A.D.-from the time
when Rome began to expand onto the African continent
to the time of the effective beginning of Rome's
decLi.ne, The term Ethiopian, as used by Greek and Roman
alike, was applied indiscriminately to all of the dark-
skinned dwellers of' the desert and of the upper reaches
of the Nile.' In our time, Ethiopia has come to mean a
,Africanists and anthropologists: today differ
qui te thoroughly over the ethnic and racial backgrounds,
of the cLas s.LcaL Ethiopians since the term Was applied
to so many different peoples, including many whom
scholars would prefer to distinguish from true Negro
types. Yet the Romans and Greeks saw no need for such
distinctions. To them, all dark-skinned peoples were
Ethiopians, regardless of where in Africa they lived or
of the degree of their pigmentation. Thus all of Africa
below Roman territory was Ethiopia to the classical world.
See Frank M. Snowden,. Jr., Blacks: in Antiquity (Cambridge:
,~:== I ::::
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very specific part of Africa, the area once known as
Abyssinia, and the inhabitants of this region.
generally do not have the Negroid characteristics
usually associated with the classical term "Ethiopian."
However, in oder to avoid confusion the word
"Ethiopian" will be used in this paper with the purpose
for which it was' intended by the classical world:, and
similarly "Ethiopia" will refer to all of those lands
south of' Roman Africa and inhabited by Ethiopians-
again the classical usage. When reference is made to
the specific territory of the modern nation of Ethiopia,
the term "Abyssinia'l will be used.
Another definitional problem arises with the
word "sudan." GeographicallY" the Sudan is the broad
belt of grasslands s:tretching acros.s Africa below the
Sahara Desert. But there is also a modern country known
as the sudan, located south of Egypt. Again to avoid
confusion, the spelling "Soudan" wiU be used: in this
paper to describe the geograPhiCal grasslands. "Sudan"
will refer to the territory enclosed by the borders of
the modern nation of the same name.
The focUS of this' paper will be limited in a
very important way' much of the consideration wil] be
directed towards contacts: between Rome and Kusru, an----The Belknap press of the Harvard University Press, 1970),
pp. 1-29 for a discussion of this point.
&2;;":
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Ethiopian kingdom which flourished during the period
750 B.C. to 200 A.D. and which was located in the
general area of the Dongola Reach of the Nile.2 A
number of comments will also be made with regard to
contacts between all of Ethiopia and not only Rome
but also the pre-Roman Mediterranean world. However~
much of this paper will be devoted to Rome and Kush
in particular, because the Kushi tes were the Ethiopians'
wi th whom the Romans were be sb acquainted!; thus they
are the Ethiopians about whom the Romans spoke the
most. In addition, we have a great deal of historical
and arc:haeological information about Kush. The Kushites
and their successors: were often militarily and commer-
cially involved with Rome, and these interrelationships
were of some importance during the lifetime of the
Roman Empire.
It is not my intention to study in this paper the
relative status of the black man in Ancient Rome; that
is a topic better left to others.3 Instead, I hope to
re-emphasize the fact that Sub-Saharan A.frica does have
2The area of the Kushite kingdom at its height
probably included the stretch of the Nile Valley from
the Second Cataract of the Nile to modern Khartoum. The
Dongola Reach is specifically the great bend of the Nile
between the Third and Sixth Cataracts.
3See, in particular~ Snowden, Blacks in Antiquity,
pp.101-218.
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a history which predates the arrival of colonialism;
consideration of the extent of Roman contacts with
such essentially African-as' opposed to Medi terranean-
states as Kush reveals clearly that in classical times
A.frica did have a his,tory of its own. It would be
inaccurate to claim that these contacts extended
directly into the heart of Africa for they most
probably did not; yet to overlook the contacts that did
occur would be to perpetuate an inaccuracy. Relationships
between Home and Ethiopia had a history which encompassed
well over three centuries:, and on that basis: alone a
consideration of those relationships is justified.
II. CON'rACTS BETWEEN ETHIOPIA AND THE
MEDITERRANEAN WORLD (3000 B.C.- 400 A.D.)
Archaeological and historical evidence
indicates that contacts between Ethiopia and the
Mediterranean world predate the founding of the First
Dynasty of Egypt and continue down to Roman times. If
the specific contacts: between Rome and Kush are to be
adequately considered, we must first investigate some
of these earlier contacts and the contacts of Rome
with other part" of Ethiopia. Kush and Nubia' were
integral parts: of Egyptian history; Romans and Greeks
were present on both the wes:t aJ:'lldeast coas:ts of Africa
and may even have ventured across the Sahara;
Phoenicians: may have circumnavigated the African
continent-these facts' and others: merit fuller discus:-
sion if.'we are to put Roman-Kush contacts into an
historical perspective. Some of these contacts were
very, very tenuous at best; yet they still merit some
evaluation.
The history of Egypt begins with six major
1Nubia is the term applied to that stretch of the
Nile between Aswan (the First cataract) and the Third
Cataract. Nubia is divided into two parts, Lower Nubia
(the First cataract to the Second Cataract) and Upper
Nubia (the Second cataract to the Third). The term
"Nubian" is often applied! to all of the peoples of
the northern Sudan and s:outhern Egypt.
- 6 -
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eras::2 the Arc'haic Period (Dynasties I-III, 32'00-
2680 B.C.), the Old Kingdom (Dynasties IV-VI, 2680-
2258 B.C. ), the }'irst Intermediate Period! (Dynas,ties
VII-X, 2258-2052 B.a. ) t. the Middle Kingdom (Dynasties
XI-XII~ 2150-178~ B.a.), the Second Intermediate
Period (Dynas;ties:XIII-XVII, 1785-1580 B.C.), and the
New Kingdom (Dyntas,1;iesXVIII-XX. 1580-1085 B.c. ).
During tile three kingdom periods" EgYPt waa governed by
a strong, central administration. In the Old Kingdom,
the age of the great pyramidS of Giza, Saqqara" and
Meydum, the government waa centered at Memphis in the
Nile Delta, while in both the Middle and New Kingdoms
Thebes, a city far UP the river, served as capital.
Nubia waS always in close contact with Egypt throughout
these eraS, but it waS especiallY SO during those times
when strong pharaohs ruled Egypt. Indeed, the indications
are that Lower Nubia was cOnquered by Egypt as, early as
the Old Kingdom and that Egyptian sway was extended
over all of Nubj.a during both the Middle Kingdom and
the New Kingdom. Upper Nubia may have been in Egyptian
hands everl earlier than Middle Kingdom times.
3
2
This
listing is t~en from Walter A. Fairservis
Jr., The Ancient KingdOmS of the Nile (Ne,WYork: New '
American Library, 19 2)" pp. 95, 12'3-124. 165.
3
The
following comments on the history of Egypt in
the Sudan are synthesized fro~ three workS in particul~:
Fa1rservi s , KingdomS of the N11e; A. J. Arkell, A His,tor:£
of the sudan-to 1821 (London: The Athlone Press., 1961);and Walter B. Emery, Lost Land Emergin,g:(New;York: Charle
o
Scribner'S Sons, 19671. -
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There are a number of explanations for the
interest which the pharaohs seemed to take in Nubia.
First, it was: the terminus: of'a major caravan trade
that even then was bringing animals and minerals' up
from Central Africa. Control of Nub-iagave Egypt
control of this: t.rad.e, Second" Nubia itself was rich
in resources', particularly in gold and copper.
Furthermore" it provided much of'the vast quantities:
of rock that wenrt into the cone-truetLon of pyramids ..
However, the economic value of Nuhia and the upper
reaches of the Nile should not be overstated. This
was generally a dry, agricultural]y poor area inhabited
by pastoralists, so that its economic value to Egypt
probably did not extend beyond its,mineral wealth.
Third, the peoples who lived in the upper reaches of
the Nile were potentially troublesome. They were nomadic
+ypaa., primarily, and often raided into Egyptian ter-
ritory. Therefore, control of Nubia became a military
necess:ity; the truth of this statement is ab-lyborne
out by the remains: of massive Egyptian fortresses which
are scattered throughout Nubia.4 The fact that there
4For example, large forts:were constructed; at
sites near Semna, Uronati, Faras, Iken, and Buhen, among
others. Of these, Buhen was the largest, consisting of
"an elaborate series of'fortifications built on a
rectangular plan, 172 by 160 meter-s,which enclosed a
town containing domestic habitations, barrack buildings,
wo rkahopa, a temple, and the governor Is palace. • • •
The elaborate defense system which enclosed the small
~l)
/'
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are so matiy o£ these structures and the fact that they
were as strong as they were would suggest that the
threat against which they were directed ,must have been
a considerable one. However, while these forts
certainly served the purpose of guarding and holding
Nubia for Egypt, there is a great deal of doubt as to
whether the defense of Egyptian colonis:tswas also part
of their duty; there is no evidence of extensive
Egyptian colonization of the region. Probably only those
Egyptians; directly involved! in the administration,
comme rcs , or defense of the area actually res:idediin
Nubia, and they only as;long as their particular duties
demanded.
Contact between Egypt and Nubia diminished
during the intermediate periods: of Egyptian his.tory,
since these were years in which disorganization pre-
vailed within Egypt. The government became decentralized
and the pharaohs could no longer maintain a strong
military presence in Nubia. However, even during these
periods contacts of sorts did continue. For example ,;
there is indication that during the Second Intermediate
Period, when Lower Egypt5 was under the control of the
town consisted of a massive brick wall, 4.8 meters
thick and eleven meters high, relieved at intervals on
its outer face with the usual projecting rectangular
towers." Emery, Lost Land Emerging, pp. 197-198.
5Lower Egypt is the land of the Nile Delta. Upper
Egypt is the southern half of Egypt.
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barbarian Hyksos and the Egyptians were on the
defensive, some Nubian chieftains, formed an alliance
with the invaders. On the other hand, later evidence
suggests; that Nubians fought in the service of the
pharaohs Who restored:.Egyptian power over the north
in the late Seventeenth and early Eighteenth Dynasties.
In fact, Nubian-that is',Ethiopian-archers and
soldiers were common elements in the armies of nearly
every pharaoh.
But Egyptian contacts with Ethiopia were not
limited to Nubia. "With the increase of Egyptian:
prestige in Nubda, the way was open for exploration
into the far south, ,,6and Egyptian traders: took
advantage of these opportunities provided by control
of Nubia. The earliest record! of exploration that we
have is that of a certain Harkhuf, a nobleman in the
service initially of the Sixth Dynasty pharaoh Mernera.
This Harkhuf engaged in four expeditions to the far
south, apparently travelling the caravan routes into
the desert west of the Nile, once perhaps journeying
as far as Darfur.7 On another occasion he brought back
6Emery, Lost Land Emerging, p. 177.
7At this time the desiccation of the Sahara was
probably not as advanced as it is today, so these
trails may not have traversed true desert. However,
even if they did, these journeys would hardly have been
impossi ble. See Ar-kel.L, History of'Sudan, pp, 44-45.
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from the south a "dancing dwarf" to amuse pharaoh.8
Trade with the south was pursued in other
dynasties. Perhaps the most famous example of this is
the sea voyage to the land of Punt--probably
Somaliland--undertaken in the reign of Queen Hatshepsut
of the Eighteenth Dynasty. On .the walls of her mortuary
temple (across the river from Thebes) is an account of
the journey of five ships down the Red Sea to Punt,
where a number of goods:-myrrh in particular-were
acquired. There is no reason to believe that such a
voyage was atypical of the trading ventures conducted
in the reigns of most of the strong pharaohs; indeed,
there is some evidence which indicates that trade with
Punt was carried on overland as well as by sea. That
Egypt was acquainted with Punt and Darfur should not
be taken as an indication that Egyptians wandered all
over Africa; however, there can be little doubt that
its contacts with those lands men~ioned were quite
extensi ve •.
After the Twentieth Dynasty, Egypt underwent a
8The pharaoh was Pepi II, and in a letter to
Harkhuf (which we have a record of) he said, "Thou
hast said in this thy letter that thou hast brought
a dancing dwarf of the god from the land of spirits,
like that dwarf which the treasurer of the god, Burded,
brought from Punt •••• Thou hast said to my majesty:
'Never before has one like him been brought by any
other •••• '" Fairservis, Kingdoms of the Nile, p, 91.
The dwarf may have been a pygmy or a bushman (bushmen
also are short of stature).
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steady decline and its contacts with Nubia and the
sou th suffered accordingly. If.oreover,this time Egypt
would not return to the pinnacles of power it had
achieved during the Old, Middle, and New Kingdoms. With
the exception of the Saite period~9 foreign powers
dominated Egypt and were those who came into the mo s.t
extensive contact with Ethiopians. Libyans: conquered
Egypt and ruled it from 950 to 730 B.C. They were driven
out by Kush, which established a Nubian dynasty that
controlled Egypt from 730 to 650 B.C.10 Next, Assyria
invaded Egypt and ruled it for a very brief period,
being itself soon replaced by the Saitic kings.
Following this interlude, the Persians controlled
Egypt for over a century (525-404 B.C.); the years from
400 to 332 B.C. saW a chaos that would only end with the
arrival of Alexander the Great.
The Assyrians, the SaiteB~ and the Persians all
came into contact w.ith Ethiopians-primarily with Kush.
It was a Kushite dynasty which was driven out of Egypt
by the A.ss:yrians;the Kushitea apparently had meddled
in Asian affairs and had provoked the Ass:yrians:into
attacking them. Attack Assyria did, sacking Thebes' and
forcing the Kushites back into Nubia and the Sudan.
with 9The Twenty-sixth Dynasty was an Egyptian dynastyits capital at Sais in the Nile Delta.
10See Chapter III.
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The Kushites seem to have made an attempt to reconquer
Egypt. Shortly after 600 B.C. the Saites and the
Ethiopians; c1ashed t and Psarnmetik II, the Saitic
pharaoh, apparently succee&ed in driwing back the forces
of'Kush-he may even have invaded the Sudan himself,
reaching and sacking Napata, the capital of KU8h.11
The' Persians too became militarily involved with
Kuahi, In 525 B.C. Cambys;es defeated Psammetik III at the
Battle of Pelusium, and Egypt thus;became a Persian
province. Apparently Cambyses: was: attracted by the
wealth of the Ethiopians for he decided to conquer them
too. Setting out with a large army" he foolishly
attemptedi to march directly: aouth through the desert so
as to strike quickly and directly at the Kushites:; the
army got lost in the desert and ran short of provi8ions.
With much of his army dead or dying" Cambyses; was forced
to give up the attempt.12
Cambyses was not the only foreign ruler of Egypt
to become interested in Ethiopia. Similarly, the
Ptolemies' were drawn toward the south, and there is
indication that Ptolemy II Philadelphus. (285-246 B.C.)
l1The evidence for this campaign is mostly in the
form of inscriptions. See Arkell, History of Sudan, for
a discussion of these Lnscr-Lp't.Lcna.,pp, 144-146.
12Herodotus History iv. 17-27 gives us this
account. Thus far no archaeological evidence has been
uncovered to support his s:tory-yet there is really no
reason to assume that it is untrue.
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mounted an expedition into Nuhia, probahly in orde tr 0
control the gold mines, and minerals of the area
13
and
perhaps to check the possibility of Kushitic or
nomadic incursions: into Upper Egypt. However, relations
between ptolemaic Egypt andJ Kush appear to have been
reasonably friendlY afterward, as indicated! by the lack
of recorded conflict (althOUgh during this time Lower
Nubia wae fluctuating between Kushite and! Egyptian
control).14 But ptolemaic control of Egypt was ended
by Rome in the Firs.t century B.C•• and with this.
amicable relatio"" bet",een Egypt and Kush came (for
a brief while) to a close.
Thus far. contacts between the Mediterranean
world and EthiOpia haV'e been considered only in terms
of relationships with the Ethiopians dwelling
specificallY south of Egypt; the pattern of Roman
relationshiPS with thiS area and}w!th this people will------13
Dio
doru
s
SiculuS gErary of History 1. 37.
14
Ano
ther pos:sible indicati?n of friendly relations
between the two powers is ~ound ~n monumental remains in
Lower Nubi Telll!Ples at Ph~lae and.Dakka. for examplea. ue cons:tructl.on under the au ."appear to haVe uz:dergod Egypt at another. "It h bSPl.ces
of Kush at one tl.me an . . f as een, t il' s curioUs m~xture 0 monument l eH'o t
suggested tlla ~ tian rulers was an amical>le r
by the Nubian and E~YP. the nature of an exc1:n .
arrangement; sometll,ng H' utnor qualifies til' ange of
courtesies:" Ho>yeV'er.thOt atile differences: in ': c~mment
by suggest1ng Il,mself tll~ing llgyptian-Kusllite c~y~e may
be tile res
ul
~ of. al te?~y Ilave been art "amicabl~ rol of
the area (whl.ch l.tsel L st Lands: Emer in ., p. 286
arrangement")' Emery. 0 •
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be considered in a later chapter. At this point, our
attention will be directed toward corutacts between the
Mediterranean lands and other areas'and peoples of
Ethiopia. In order to cons'ider this topiC most
expedi tious1Y, we shan arbitrarilY irwes:tigate firs.t
the situation: with regar~ to West Africa, next the
situation with regard to the Central Sahara and the
Soudan, and finallY the situation with regard to Eest
A.frica.When we speak of Wes:t Africa ana its intrusion
into the history of the c1assica] world we are referring
primarilY to the West African coast and to the colonial
and commercia] enterprises of Phoenician and Carthaginian
sailors along that coast. It is we Ll,established that
Phoenician, carthaginian, and Greek sauors hail all:
ventured beyond the Pillar,,!of Heracle" by the Sixth
century B.C., attracted primarilY by the amber trade that
waS flourishing on the west coast of Europe.
15
There
was less: to attract merchants south of Gibraltar, but
the PhoenicianS and carthaginians: appear to have
pioneered! the Wes:t African coast anyhow. The Periplu"
of Hann
o
is the earliest description of the West African
coast that we have; it had been engraved on:a stele in
the Temple of cronoS at Carthage, and a copy of it,
15
See
Walt<;r W •.Ilyde, Ancient, Greek Mariners (New
York: oxford un1vers1 ty press, 194rJ, pp , 27-50, 117-155.
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translated into Greek t, has come down to us.
It pleased the Carthaginians that Hanno should
voyage outs.ide the Pillars of Hercules, and found
cities of the Libyphoenicians. And he set forth
wf th s'ixty ships of fifty oars and a multitude
of men and women, to the number of thirty thousand,
and with wheat and other provisions.16
According to the document, Hanno sailed south for a
number of'days, founding seven colonies (probahly in
the area of modern Morocco) before coming to a "river,
very great and broadi,which was full of crocodiles and
hippopotami. •• ,.,,17probably the Senegal River.18
The expedition continued Houthward, touching onto the
coast occasionally but not coming into any real contact
wi th the natives: they saw there. They apparently
reached a point on the coast of modern Sierra Leone
before turning back because of dwindling euppLLes,
Most authorities agree that Hanno's Periplus
describes a journey that actually took place; estimates
on the date of this trip range from 570 to 470 B.C.
However t, there is no indication that the Carthaginians:
ever duplicated Hanno' s voyage. The colonies: along the
Moroccan coast and one founded at the mouth of the
Senegal River (if indeed that is:the river that was:
16. The Periplus of Ha?Do, trans. Wilfred H. SchOff
Ph~ladelphia: The Commerc~al Museum, 1912), p. 3.
17rere,; p , 4.
18See Sc'hoff, Periplus of Hanno, for comments, onthe text. Also see Rhys Carpenter, Beyond the Pillars of
Heracles (n.p.: The Delacorte Press, 1966), pp. 81-100
and E. H. Bunbury, A History of Ancient Geography (New'
York: Dover Publications, 1959), I, 332-333.
/
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described by Hanno) were maintained at least until
the end or'the Second Punic War by the Carthaginians-
and probably even afterward, either b\'}Tthe Romans or
by the Car-t.hagLn.i.ans.. nevertheless,. it is,unlikely
that Oarthaginians; ventured!any further aouth; than
the Senegal after 470 B.C.
Hanno did not sail in the waters' beyond Sierra
Leone; thus the question arises:as to whether or not
anydne else did!.There are but a few accounts that
would suggest 'penetration into the seas beyond this
point, and the validity of these accounts cannot be
ascertainedl. Probably the most famous, of these tales
is the story told by Herodotus of the circumnavigation
of'Africa by Phoenicians; about the year 600 H.C.
Necos t king of Egypt. '.' when he had made an end
of digging the canal wh~ch l~a~s fr~m th~ Nile to
the Arabian Gulf, sent Phoenf.cLans an shLpe,
charging them to sail on ~heir return voyage past
the Pillars of Heracles t~ll they should come into
the northern sea and so to Egypt. So the
Phoenicians: set out from the Red!Sea and sailed the
southern sea; whenever autumn came they would: put
in and sow the land, to wr;.ateV'erpart of Libya they
might come t and there awai t tr;.eharves:t; then,.having
gathered in the crop, they sa~led on, so that after
two years had passed, it was in the third that they
rounded the Pillars: of HeracLe a and came to Egypt.
There they said (what some may believe, though I
do not) that in sailing round Libya they had the
sun on their right hand.19
What makes this account particularly interesting is that
it is sufficiently detailed to permit us to make some
19Herodotus History iv. 42.
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conjectures on its validity. Numerous scholars have
pointed out that the concept of the crews s:topping:and
planting a crop is quite feas.ible, and that the time
alloted by Herodotus; for the journey would have been
appropriate for the ships of those days, if indeed an
attempt had been made to sail them around Africa. Other
scholars have argued with great fervor that the types
of vessels use& by the Phoenicians could not possibly
have survived such a voyage. Herodotus:' closing remark
has been eagerly noted by some as a verification of the
voyage, for it is true that a ship sailing around the
southern end of Africa, having cross.ed the Equator and:
travelling from east to west, would have the sun on its
right hand. Herodotus: probably would not have known
this; therefore his critical attitude toward that fact
d t h" baad 20tends to lend some cre ence 0 18 asa c s.t ory , But
of couz-ss t there is no way that his story can be truly
authenticated, and even if this voyage did take place,
it obviously did not have much effect on the pharaoh
who ordered it in the first place or on anyone else,
for we have no information that anyone ever attempted
to duplicate the journey by acting upon the knowledge
that the Phoenicians; must have brought back with them.
There are, though, other tales of voyages down
the West African coast which are much harder to verify
20For commentary on this account, see Carpenter,
Pillars of Heracles, pp. 70-78.
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than the story of the Phoenician circumnavigati6n.
Herodotus tells us:of a Persian by the name of
Sataspes, whom Xe~xes had condemed to death as
punishment for his raping of a young virgin. It seems
that at the last Doment Xerxes decided that death would
be too easy a punishment fbr Sataspes, and so substituted
a penalty worse +han death: he ordered sa+aepes to sail
out of the Pillars of Heracles into the Western Ocean,
down the coast of Africa, around the continent, and back
to Persia through the Arabian Gulf. So Sataspes set out.
In a journey that consumed many months, he sailed far
down the West African coast, and is said to have stopped
at one point along the shore and seen "a race of little
men.who wore palmleaf'clothing" and fled into the hills
at his: approach. 21 Finally, still on the coast of West
Africa he came to a place where his: ship would go no
further, and so he turned around and sailed back to
Persia the way he had come. He presented himself before
\Xerxes, who-alas: for poor Satas.pes-was very angry that
the voyage had not been completed as ordered and,
accepting no excuses, ordered now that Satas.pes suffer
the original punishment.
Herodotus" as usual, has told a delightful tale,
but this may be a tale with some truth to it. The little
21 Herodotus History iv. 43.
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men seen by Sataspes could have been either pygmies
or bushmen; althOUgh these are today found only in
the most isolated parts of Africa, twenty-five hundred
years. ago theY may have been more widely spread through
the!continent• ~d the reason ~hat his ship mi~t not
have been been able to progress any further at one
point is that he may have sailed as far as the Gulf of
Guinea, where he would have been met by a powerful
counter-current caused by the prevailing winds.
22
However, once more we are dealing in the realm of sheer
c'onj ecture •There are not manY.other stories of journeys
down the West jl.frican coas.t• There is one in pliny's
Naturali" HiStori..;! which tellS us that the historian
Polybius sailed down that coast; he too came to a river
23 .. t f Hfilled with crocodiles _rem~n~scen a anno'S voyage.
PolybiuS apparentlY was given.the authoritY to undertake
this journey bY scipio Aemilianus when the latter was
engaged in his African campaign.
Between Sataspes and PolybiuS is a sp~ of some
three hundred years. If during thiS'period some enter-
prising Carthaginian, Greek, or Roman ventured down the
West African coast, we knOw nothing about his journey.
22 fcarpenter, Nll;g§' o· Heracle§;. p. 80.
23... • • numen BambOtum crocodiliS, et hippopotamiS
refertum." Pliny _[aturalis,His,toriJ!,v , 1.
" &£1.1'.,1
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And after the time of PolybiuB there is only one other
notable account of an effort to sail down that coast
that can be considered to have taken place before
400 A.D. This voyage was: made by a certain Eudoxus
of Cyzicus, dated to the second half of the Second
Century B. C. -only a few years: after Polybius is
supposed to have made his: trip. Strabo tells; us: that
this Eudoxus was a Greek merchant and that he had
travelled to India and on his: return had been blown
off course. As a raau Lt, he stopped on the coast "south
of Ethiopia" and was, shown by the natives' the figure-
head of a ship which he determined could only have been
built in Spain.24 From this, he concluded that some
Spanish ships' had actually circumnavigated Africa from
west to east; he then resolved to duplicate this voyage
himself. He made one trip far down the West African
coast and was apparently engaged in another when the
account of his activities breaks off. Strabo says that
the motivation behind Eudoxus:' ef r'orte was a desire to
by-pass the duties; imposed! by Alexandrian tax-collectors
on goods: being shipped from India to the Med i,terranean.
At any rate, too little is told of his voyages to permit
us to comment reliahly upon them.
This is essentially all that we know about the
24Strabo Geography ii. 4-5.
J \
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various efforts by the Mediterranean world to come into
contact with Ethiopia by sailing down the West African
coast or by circumnavigating the African continent.
The accounts that we have are not many, and, putting
aside the question of their veracity, none of them
tells us a great deal about any of the indigenous
peoples, that might have been met on the various
journeys. The problem lies in the fact that' exploration
by sea is not likely to reveal very much of the interior
of any land mass. Furthermore, there were very few
penetrations of the African continent by land from the
west coast. In fact, there is but one account of an
actual land expedition that penetrated beyond ~he Atlas
Mountains' and that is given by Pliny. He describes the
march of a Roman. army under the command of Suetonius:
Paulinus into Morocco and acr-os.sthe Atlas: range.
However, he tells us: virtually nothing about any
contacts: Suetonius might have made with the peoples: of
the interior.25
In sum, the classical world actually made few
real contacts: with Ethiopians: in West Africa-at least"
we only know of a few. Some colonies were established
on the west coas:t, but we know next to nothing ,.about
25Pliny Naturalis Historia v. 1. Suetonius
Paulinus was the father of the biographer of the
Oae aar-a, He was propraetor in Maur-et anLa in 42 A.D.
,')----.,.._=. =====r:::' ::i===---
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their relationships with the peoples already on that
coast or in the interior. What little activity there
was that waS undertaken by Mediterranean peoples in
this area was essentiallY of an el<ploratory nature.
principallY by sea.
The situation in the central sahara and the
Soudan was somewhat different, for this waS. a region
of considerable cOIllllIercialimportance to the classical
world. It was thrOugh the central Sahara that the major
trading routeS' connecting central Africa with the
Mediterranean passed. However, except for a few
isolated caseS we have no record of Romans' or other
Mediterranean peoples actu~lY following these routes
and penetrating i",tothe Soudan. Most of the work of
bringing goodS' across' the desert was handled by midc:lle-
men_primarilY bY the Garamantes, a people with whom
the Romans had considerable contact.
Whether or not the Garamantes were Ethiopians
is a moot point-they "were designated by some authors
as EthiopianS; bY others theY were distinguished: from
Ethiopians.,,26 ~t any rate, the Garaman
tes inhabited the
Fezzan, a relativelY fertile area hundredis of miles
south of carthage and almost in the geographical center
of the Sahara; the lands beyond the FeZzan were all
26 Snowd en, ].lacks in Antiguit:!:,p, 1,12.
)i~"";:;:;;. =====:±::::i:b::::6::===-/' Ii :L:
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considered parts of EthiOpia by classic~ writers. What
is important for our purposes is that the Garamantes
controlled the caravan routes from these southern
territories, since most of the trails came north through
the Fezzan. Therefore the GaramaIltes represented an
important link between the Mediterranean world and
Ethiopia. The carthaginianS traded with. the Garamantes
,.
althou~ prob~IY not as e~ensivelY as Rome later
would. Carthage probablY got much of what it wanted
from the interior through its west coast colonies,
although we cannot be sure of thiS.
27
The fact that
carbuncles were present in ancient Carth~e is the only
evidence we have of anY tran"",Saharan trade in
Carthag
i
nian times.28 However, w !thOU tactually
mentioning it as such, Herodotus seems to have
descrihed,one of the po.si~e routes to the south, a
route which would have passed through the land of the
Garamant
es
.29 A.pparentlY theSe trade routes were open
tj
27
R
• C. LaW, "The Garamantes and Trans-Saharan
Enterprise in Classical Times," "rs>urn~ of A.frican
Histor~, VIII (1967), 188.
281bi~.' p. 186-188.
29HerodotuS' story involves a jOurney by someNasamo
nian
youths into the desert. They said that they
reached a town after having passed thrOugh the land ofthe Garama
ntes
, then the desert, and then a great mar~h
The town waS bY a river in which crocodiles were visibl~
(History ii. 32-36). Carpenter devotes a carefulanalysis to the details in thiS account and concludesthat these Nasamonians (Nasamonians were a Libyan people)
.'.J
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in the Fifth Gentury B.C., and a caravan trade of which
we are unaware may have been operating then. Regardless,
we can be reasonab,IY sure that the caravan trade was
operating by the time that Rome h~ come into control
of North Africa.In 19 B.C., the Rom~ general corneliUS B~bus
invaded the FeZ"an, capturing a number of cities,
including Garanta, the capital of the Garamantes.
30
It
is probabl e that thiS'action was primar ily punitive,
since there is no record of permanent Roman occupation
of Garama or the other towns; the specific objective
of the campaign was, to stop the Garaman
tes
from
hindering trade between the MedJiterranean and the
Fezzoan.31 The fact that the Romans took such a step
suggestS. that theY considered. that trade to be quite
important. Indeed, it was SO important that on at least
~
rea~ed one of the ancient,W~ercour.es of L~e Chad;
these watercourses h~e drled up over the last few
thousand years (~s of Heracle.§!, pp. 106-131).Law concludes that the route proba~IY taken passedsouthwest from the FeZzan to the Nlger River or to one
of ltS since dried-UP trlbutanes ("Tr~S-Saharan
Enterprises," pp. 182-186). Both authors believe th ta potenti~ trade route waS belng describedJ by Hero~otus.
30pl
iny describeS the campaign. After naminthe towns of the Garamantes, he says, "Omnia ar !!i some of
Romanis superata et a corn~l~o.Balbo triumPhata
mlS
.. .omnium externo curru et QUlrltlum iure donato· 1 ~nl hU1CGadibus genit0 civitas.Romana cum Balbo maio· u i,Pile
data est." Naturali" Historia v , 5. re patruo-I 31"Ad Gara,:,ant~Siter inexplicab1le adhu f'a!ronlbus gentlS elUS puteoa• • • harenis C .UltP'Li.ny, Naturalis'Jlistorii!v , 5. oper i.entibus. ")
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two other occasions, Roman" actuallY set out into the
desert beyond the land of the Garamantes• apparentlY
in order to secure the caravan routes from the
incursions of n·omads and brigands. 'rhereports of these
cxpeditio
nS
come to US at best second-hand. for the
initi~ accounts were found in the works of the
geographer MarinuS of 'ryreby ptolemy. 32 who repeated
Marinus' s,tories'in hiS own §:_eograllh;t.The first
acc,ount involves "septimius Flaccus• yga
tus
AUgusti
£ro praetQE£ in command of the third legion. [who]
setting out from Libya. advanced into EthiOpian
territory. 'three monthS' beyO~ the land of the
GaramanteS. The exact extent of FlaccUs' penetration
into inner Africa is uncertain because neither the
rate of hiS march nor the duration of hiS rests in the
oases is;known. ,,33ThO other tale concerns one JuliuS
Maternu", whO set out "from Lepcis Magna [:'_ii}and
[journeyed] southwardS from Garama in company with the
king of the Gar~ntes, whO was goiDg against the
EthiopianS, {and] in four months arrived in Agisy~a,
a land of the EthiOpianS, where rhinoceroses gathe
r
.,,34-32C1UldiUS ptolemaeus, the second century A.D.
astronomer. mathematiCian. and geographer.
33snowden, Blacks in Anti
34
pto
le
mY
, quoted bY Law. "Trans-Saharan
Enterprise," p. 193.
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The location of Agisymba is obscure35 but it appears
that MaternuB must have made it across the desert to
a fertile area-perhaps the region about Lake Chad that
Carpenter has selected as the terminus of the trans-
Saharan trail described by Herodotus. Both of these
expeditions: took place in the waning years of the First
Century A.D., and while Flaceus' trek has the appearance
of a purely military outing, one led: by a titled
official, Maternus' expedition may have been essentially
a trading venture. As far as we know" Julius Maternus
had no official title; he may have been a civilian
acting on his own. Admittedly, the specific account
mentions that the Garamantes were "going against the
Ethiopians," so perhaps there was a military purpose
among the motivations behind the expedition. Maternus'
role in the aff'air may nevertheless have been a commer-
c'ial one.
Pliny's and Ptolemy's accounts are the only
historical ref'erences we have to actual Roman operations
in and beyond the Fe~zan but they do suggest that the
Romans took a great interest in this part of Africa.
But these are not the only indications. Garama
flourished during the eatly years of the Christian Era
and the architectural remains of the capital of the
35Ptolemy's location of Agisymba is probably
wholly inaccurate, as is his description of most of
Sub-Saharan Africa.
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Garamantes show great Roman influence. It probably
would not be unfair to say that at the height of the
Roman Empire Garama was the capital of one of those
wealthy tributary states that ringed the borders of
Roman territory. Roman coins have been found even
south of Garama, at Fort Polignac, Fort Platters, and
Ti-m-Missao, and in these areas: there are remains of
structures: that exhibit some of the characteristics of
Roman architecture.36
What was the trade that went on between Rome and
Ethiopia over the Saharan trails? It certainly involved
animals-the vast quantities of exotic species that
were slaughtered in the arenas of Rome were usually of
Ethiopian origin, brought up from Central Africa via
the Sahara and the Fezzan.37 Gold travelled the same
route, as did ivory and slaves. In short, the trans-
Saharan trade helped to enrich the Roman world and made
a wealthy world capital out of Garama. Indeed~ the
prosperity of the Garamantes would endure until the
36Law, "Trans-Saharan Enterprise," p , 197. Coinfinds must be evaluated with care; they may mean
nothing. Coins are very easily ~eposited (accidentally
or on purpose) by later generatlons. Therefore, their
discovery may not be a true indication of Homan
presence or influence.
37For examples of the numbers of animals that werekilled in the arenaS, see James Wellard, Lost Worlds of
Africa (New York: E. P. Dutton and Co., 1967), p, 67.
Numerous classical authors refer to Ethiopia as a major
source of animals for the arenas.
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coming of Islam.38
Thus in the central Sahara the contacts between
the Mediterranean world and Ethiopia were essentially
trade contacts, contacts in which the Garamantes took
part as important middle-men. Despite a limited amount
of contemporaneous evidence, we have good reason to
believe that these contacts were quite extensive. Trade
by its very nature is a contact between peoples, and,
although direct physical contact between Romans and
Sub~Saharan Ethiopians was probably limited, there is
no doubt that the trans-Saharan trade was important
to the classical world.
Trade was also the keystone of relations
between the Mediterranean world and East Africa, and
we have in ..regard to this area perhaps our -be s.t contem-
porary evidence of Greco;;..Roman/Ethiopianrelationships-
with the exception of the area of Kush. Actually, down
to the First Century A.D. the evidence of Greek and
Roman activity in East Africa is rather sparse; what
little evidence there is refers to other peoples of th~
Mediterranean. In the New Kingdom period of Egyptian
history we nave the record of trading voyages to Punt,
and various Biblical passages suggest that the Hebrews
and the Phoenicians engaged in similar trade down the
38See Wellard, Lost Worlds of Africa, pp. 63-78 for a more extensive commentary on the history and
culture of the Garamantes•
_""~.~'l' "'__"~===~=--=-=------_~~ .-.....o===~> .)-"'~~ ,.~
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Red Sea.39 The objective of these journeys was surely
the Somali coast and southern Arabia, both of which
terri tories:, at least after 1000 B'.O., were controlled
by a number of small but very wealthy Arabian coastal
kingdoms. These southern Arabian states flourished
for nearly two millenia as middle-men in the trade
between India and Egypt.40
I'
I
By the First Oentury B.O., Greek merchants were
undoubtedly also taking part in the lucrative Indian
trade (the story of Eudoxus of Cyzicus, for example,
suggests this). And furthermore,
The new conditions of peace and security which rose
under the monarchy of Augustus fostered a fresh
spirit of enterprise. The compelling motive of
exploration was an unmixed love of gain arising
from the rapid growth of wealth in Rome and the
western provinces, which led to a demand for oriental
luxuries on a scale unknown before. The Romans did
not participate directly in the eastern trade, which
they left in the hands of Gr~eks an~ others, but they
backed the Greek merchants wlth thelr prestige and
eventuallY also with their capital. Greek seafarers
showed a new readiness to make long journeys into
the unknown East. 1
,
, .
I , ~,'
39For example, i Kings 10: 26-28. "And KingSolomon made a navy of ships • • • on the shore of the
Red Sea •••• And Hiram sent in the navy his servants,
shipmen that had knowledge of th? sea, with the servants
of Solomon. And they came to Ophlr, and fetched from
thence gold ••• , and brought it to King Solomon."
40The Queen of Sheba, of Biblical fame, was
probably from one of these lands. Ophir was undoubtedly
either one of these kingdoms or a subject territory of
these Arabs. See Bas.LL Davids'on, '11heLost Oities of Africa
(Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1959), pp. 171-174.
41M• Cary and E. Warmington, Th: Ancien,~rE~plorers(Baltimore: Penguin Books, Inc., 1963), pp , (3-74.
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This new readiness undoubtedly had another cou"" rce as
well. Sometime in the first half of the Firat Century
A.D., a Greek marchant-captain by the name of H'lppalus,
having marked the alternating directions of the
prevailing monsoon winds in the Indian Ocean, sailed
straight acr-oss the Indian Ocean from the entrance to
the Red Sea to the coas-t of India. It was the first
time that a sailor of one of the Mediterranean nations
had taken adv:antage of the steady monsoon winds to
avoid the long, arduous process of hugging the coasts
of Arabia and Persia in order to reach India. The
volume of trade with India increased substantially
after Hippalus' exploit.42
As the Mediterranean world became better
acquainted with India, so did it also with the East
African coast. The East African coastline became part
of the circuit of the Indian Ocean trade. Indeed, the
whole stretch of coast from Myos Hormos at the north
end of the Red Sea to Rhapta, the last recorded port
down the East African coast, was dotted with towns and
harbors which provided many of the goods of Ethiopia-
gold, ivory, animals, myrrh, rhinoceros horn--that
42Hippalusl voyage is first mention~d in ~
Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, trans. ~llfred Schoff'
New York: Longmans, Green, and ao.~ 1912), p. 45. The
Arabians and the Persians w~re surely familiar with
the nature of the monsoon wlnds, but ~hey are no~
likely to have directly told Greek sallors anythlng
about it. See Hyde, Greek Mariners, pp. 205-207.
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made their way to Italy. Furthermore, we even have a
record not only of these towns and ports but also of
the major goods which each exported.
The Peri plus of the Erythraean Sea is a
document, apparently written by a Greek merchant
residing in Alexandria sometime ~ound 60 B.C.,43
which describes two voyages and gives the itinerary
of' each. One of the voyages is down the east ooae.t of
the Red Sea and from thence eastward to India; the
other, which is of particular interest to us, follows
the west coast of the Red Sea s'outhward and continues
on south down the East African coast. The document has
been described as a pilot's manual; yet regardless: of
its value in that regard it is for us a priceless
description of the early history of the East African
coas't.44
43
See
Schoff, peri plUS of the Erythraean Sea,
pp. 7-16 for an analysiS of the date and authorship
of the J)eriplu~.
44
For
extensive commentary on the Periplus see
Bunbury, Histor of Ancient Geora h , II, 443-479;
Hyde, Greek Mariners, pp. 208-232; and Schoff's
notations on the Periplu~, pp. 52-101. The document
errs at a number of points with regard to the actual
geography of the area (which suggests that the author
had not himself made this journey but perhaps was
repeating what he had heard about it from someone
who had been down the East African coast) but the
errors are not so serious as to deny the overall
geographical accuracy of the whole document. The
following comments in the text are a summarization
of the African cruise as described in the Periplus,
pp. 22-29.
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The journey begins at the north end of the Red
Sea, and the first two major ports reached are Berenice
and Adulis, both on the Red Sea coast. After this, the
author takes us further down that coast, stopping at a
number of towns and finally rounding the Cape of
Spices (the eastern tip of the African continent~ today
known as Cape Guardafui). ~ short distance beyond the
cape is the town of Opone, which is praised for the
quantity of cinnamon produced there and for the quality
of its tortoise shell. Beyond Opone is a long stretch
of coast in which there are no good harbors. Finally~
the Island of Menuthias (which has been variously
identified with Pemba Island and with Zanz:ibar) is
reached. Two days t sail beyond this island is;RhaPta,45
the last market-town on the~frican coast. Here the
author notes the presence of many Arabs, who have
inter-married with the natives (who are not really
described). He mentions that the chief exports of
Rhapta are ivory, rhinoceros horn, tortoise shell, and
palm oil, and concludes his account by telling us that
the coastline beyond Rhapta is;unexplored.
45There is great doubt as to the exact location
of Rhapta. Some author~ su~ges~ th~t it ~s near modern
Bagamoyo, others identlf~ l~ wlth Pa~ganl, and still
others, with Kilwa. The dlfflc~lty arlse? because the
location of Menuthias Island lS'uncertaln. However
regardless of its exact location, Rhapta can be '
generally s~ted on the East African coast in the
vicinity of Pemba and Zanzibar.
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The greatest value of the Peri plus is that it
indicates how extensive contacts between Rome (as
represented by the Greek merchants in its service)
and the e.ast coast of A.frica must have been; there can
be little doubt that the route it describes was a well-
travelled one. Indeed, there are some other accounts
that at least support the fact of Greco-Roman presence
~n the East African coast in the First and Second
Centuries A.D. ptolemy mentions that a Greek sailor
named Dioscurus sailed beyond Rhapta and reached a
promontory which he named prasum-perhaps Cape Delgado
on the coast of modern MOZambique.46 Another comment
by ptolemy strikes us as especially interesting:
Concerning the voyage from Aromata to Rhapta,
Marinus tells: tis that a certain Diogenes, one of
those who were accustomed to sail to India, having
been driven out of his course, and being off the
coast of Aromata [the spice region beloW Guardafufl
was caught by the north w~nd, and after having ~
sailed with TroglOdytica tthe eastern shore of
1<Jthiopia-,on his right, came in twenty-five days
to the lake from which the Nile flows', to the
south of which lies the promontory of Rhapta.47
Nothing is said about Diogenes beyond this spare
ac:count. But if thiS story is true, it means that a
Greek sailor, having been driven off course and down
the East African coast, had beached and marched inland,
47From Ptolemy's Q_eography, quoted by Hyde, Greek
Mariners, p. 285.
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finally coming upon Lake Victoria, the chief source
of the Nile, or to one of the other great East African
lakes. And it also means that we must accord Diogenes
a rank among the greatest explorers of all time. But
even if the story is not true, we are still left with
questions. Whether from Marinus or from the gossip of
Greek sailors; who had been down the Af'rLc an coast and
had heard tales about the interior~ Ptolemy had somehow
learned of the existence of snow-covered mountains in
the interior of Africa and of the existence of two
large lakes from which the Nile flows, thus coming
remarkably close to the solution of the problem of the
Nile's source--seventeen hundred years before John
Hanning Speke would discover Lake Victoria and Samuel
Baker would come upon Lake Albert.48 Ptolemy must have
gotten this information from someone familiar with the
situation on the East African coast, and while we
cannot know who that person was, the fact that there
must have been such a person further substantiates the
presence of Romans and Greeks on the-East African coast.
48At one point in~is Ge~gfaph~ (iv. 7.7), Ptolemy
says (in Latin translatlon)! ,N1I1US •.. , quae ex
lacubus duobus, superius pOSlt1.S profluunt • .•• " At
another (iv. 8.2), he says, "extendi tur Lunas mons. a
quo nivalem aquam accipiunt Nili lacus •..• " His
location of the lakes (by latitude and longitude) is not
quite accurate, nor is his description of a range of
snow-covered mountains stretching five hundred ~iles
across East Africa. But there are some snow-covered
mountains in East Africa (the Ruwenzori range, Mounts
Kenya and Kilimanjaro) and two lakes, Victoria and
Albert, are the principal sources of the Nile.
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This literary evidence does suggest that the
Greeks and Romans did sail along the eastern shores
of Ethiopia. However, we do not have corresponding
archaeological evidence to substantiate the point.
No remains dating to classical times, have been found
on the East African coast, and while some Roman and
Parthian coins have turned up in East Africa, no one
knows exactly where or under what circumstances they
were found, so the value of their testimony is dubious.49
Nevertheless, the weight of the literary evidence is
such that we may say with great certainty that Rhapta
and the other cities mentioned in the Peri plus of the
Erythraean Sea did indeed exist, and that contacts
between the Greco-Roman world and Ethiopia were
extensive along the East African coast.
However, the record of these contacts, in addition
to the fact that it is not as large as we would like,
suffers from the same deficiency that plagues the
records of similar contacts in the other parts of
Ethiopia. We know something of the activities of the
Mediterranean peoples in these contacts but we know
almost nothing about the responses of the Ethiopians
to these relationships, and the Egyptian, Phoenician,
Greek, and Roman records that we have do nothing to
49G. S. P. Freeman-Grenville, "East African Coin
Finds and their Histor1cal Significance," Journal of
African History, I (1960), 31-34,,42-43.
_(
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reduce this ignorance. What we have is a biased
account, with no countervailing evidence to balance
against it. However, there was one area of Ancient
Ethiopia which was quite extensively involved with
the Mediterranean world and about which we today know
a great deal. That area of Ethiopia-the land of Kush-
proved to be especially interesting to the Roman world.
III. A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE
LAND OF KUSH (1000 B.c.-400 A.D.)
The kingdom of Kush flourished between 750 B.C.
and 300 A.D. Before the records of its relationships
with Rome will be specifically considered, its history
will be first described, so that we may have a solid
basis on which to evaluate those records.1
The Kushite kingdom which conquered Egypt in
about 730 B.C. was a much Egyptianized one--which is
only to be expected of a state that had spent two
thousand years under Egyptian influence. However,
archaeologists today generally agree that Kush was
much more than simply an extension of Egypt; its roots
are to be found in the culture of the peoples whom the
2Egyptians had overcome. It is difficult to say whether
1The general comments that I sha~l m~ke about thehistory of Kush are based on th~ mater~al ~n the
following references': Ark~ll, H1story.of Sudan (perhaps
the standard work in Engl~sh on the h~story of the
Sudan); Emery, Lost IJands.Emerging; and Fa~rservis, The
Ancient Kingdoms of the N~le. Also ?f par~~c~lar value
were VVilliam Y. Adams, "post-Pharon~c Nubaa an the Light
of Archaeology, I," Journal of E tian Archaeolo ,L(1964), 102-120 and William Y. Adams, "Post-l)haronic
Nubia in the Light of Archaeology, II," Journal of
Egyptian Archaeology, LI (1965), 160-178.
2The concept that Egyptians, LibyanS, orwandering Hamites founded the ruling dynasty ~hat made
Kush into a major power has been generally reJected by
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these peoples were pure Negroes, but that is a
question which is really irrelevant to this paper;
the Greeks and the Romans considered the people of
Kush to be true Ethiopians.3 At any rate, they were
certainly diff~rent in a number of respects from the
Egyptians, as can be deduced from their different
burial customs. For one thing, the Egyptian kings were
buried in pyramids or in rock-cut tombs. Until the
middle of the Eighth century B.C., the Nubian
monarchs were buried under "simple circular mounds of
gravel with pebble or rubble patching. ,,4 rl'heNubian
kings were buried on beds; the Egyptian pharaohs were
buried in sarcophagi. Furthermore, the tombs of the
Nubians give evidence of Suttee sacrifice-the ritual
murder of servants, friends~ and wives of dead chief-
tains. Human sacrifice of this sort seems to have died
archaeologists and anthropologists. See D. M. Dixon,
"'rhe Origen of the Kingdom of Kush (Napata-Meroe),"
Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, L (1964), 121-132. As
for_ the "Hamitic myth" in particular, "It would be
well-nigh impossible to point to an individual and
recognize in him a Harnite according to racial,
linguistic, and cultural characteristics to fit the
image that has been presented to us for so long. Such
an individual does not exist." Edith R. Sanders, "The
Hamitic Hypothesis, Its Origin and Functions in Time
Perspecti V8, 'I Journal of African History, X (1969),
521-532.
3For extensive commentary on the races and
language groups of the Upper Nile, see Wyatt
MacGaffey, "Concepts of Race in the Historiography of
Northeast Africa," Journal of African History, VII
(1966), 1-17.
4Dixon, Origin of Kush," p. 129.
j
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out early in the First Dynasty in Egypt.5 These are
some of the differences: between Egypt and pre-Kush
Nubia that archaeology has revealed to us.
In the years after the Twentieth Dynasty of
Egypt, Egyptians withdrew from Nubia, and in the years
between 1000 B.C. and 700 B.C. strong leaders appeared
among the Nubians who lived in the upper Nile
Valley. Unfortunately, archaeology and history are
silent about this period. However, the general opinion
of scholars is that these leaders were of Nubian
origin, although undoubtedly much Egyptianized.
Suddenly, in the middle of the Eighth Century B.C.,
a powerful kingdom emerged in the Sudan and, led by
the kings Kashta and Piankhy, this nation-Kush-
invaded and conquered Egypt. Succeeded by the kings
Shabako, Shebi tku, Taharqa, and 'I1anwetamani, the two
rulers Kashta and Piankhy founded the Twenty-fifth
Dynasty of Egypt. The Kushites controlled the entire
reach of the Nile from Nubia to the Delta until about
654 B.C., by which time it is clear that the Assyrians
had succeeded in driving the Ethiopians completely out
of Egypt and had set up the Saite dynasty in their
place.
5B• G. Haycock, "The Kingship of Cush in the
Sudan," Comparative Studies in Society and History,
VII (1965), 463.
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The Egyptian occupation probably had more effect
on Kush than it did on Egypt. In order to legitimize
their claim to rule, the Kushite kings--already much
Egyptianized-adopted even more Egyptian practices.
They built pyramids as tombs for their bodies,
replacing the old tumuli burials. Furthermore, they
adopted the Egyptian practice of mummification, as
well as the practice of burial in sarcophagi (instead
of on beds). Egyptian language and hieroglyphics
became the standards at the Kushite court, as did
Egyptian art and architecture. Centered at its
capital of Napata (although Thebes served as capital
for a while during the occupation), the kingdom of
Kush controlled a vast domain. Even after its expulsion
from Egypt, Kush still maintained a hold over a
territory stretching from Lower Nubia to the site of
modern Khartoum.
However, after 650 B.C. and its expulsion from
Egypt, Kush began to decline--perhaps due at least in
part to a severance of relations with Egypt. The decline
would continue for some three to four hundred years,
a period about which we have very little information.
What little we do know is derived primarily from the
study of the pyramids: of the kings of Kush and of the
inscriptions of the era, the chief result of which is
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that we have a list of the kings who ruled Kush and
of their queens; we can give an approximate date to
each of their reigns. Unfortunately, the list-
actually lists, for more than one scholar has
examined the evidence and each has come to his own
conclusion (and this is part of the problem we have)-
mayor may not be accurate; no one knows for sure.
However, there are at least two facts about the years
600 to 200 B.C. about which we can be fairly certain.
Je'irst,the capital of Kush was moved from
Napata (near the Fourth Cataract of the Nile) to a
city much further up the Nile niver-Meroe. No one
can say for sure when this transferral occurred,
although the best opinion suggests that it probably
happened in the Sixth Century B.C.6 Nor does anyone
6There was a tradition among the Ancients' that
Meroe was founded by Cambyses, King of Persia, who
supposedly invaded Ethiopia late in the Sixth century
B.C. (for example, Diodorus Siculus, Library of
History I . 33: "Meroe • . . a famous city • . .
founded by CambyseS and named by him after his mother
Meroe.
"
). The tradition, of course, is nothing more
than a myth. There is po record of Cambyses ever
having successfully penetrated far into Kush (see
pages 13-14). All archaeolOgical evidence suggests
that Meroe was: a city founded and inhabited solely
by Ethiopians. However, G. A. Wainwright suggests
plausibly that this tradition of Gambyses founding
Meroe may relate to the actual rise of Meroe as an
important power in Ethiopia at the same time that
Cambyses was operating in Ethiopia. The Ancients
may simply have gotten two contemporaneouS events
mixed up. If so, we might fairly date Meroe's rise to
the late Sixth Century B.C. "The Date of the Hise of
Meroe," Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, XXXVIII (1952),
705-76.
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really know why the transferral took place, although
if we are to take the Sixth century as the period in
which the event occurred there may be some relation
bwtween the rise of Meroe and the supposed sack of
Napata by psammetik II in about 590 B.C.
7
Almost
everything about th,is'transfer is,obscure, and there
are some scholars whO believe that at various times
~sh actually divided into t~ sep~ate kingdoms, each
ruled by its own royal family, one at Napata and one
at Meroe. However, by the Christian Era it is evident
that Meroe was the stronges:t and most important city
in Kush, and there is'good reason to assume that it
was equallY important in the preceding three to four
centuries.8secondlY, the kingdom of Kush underwent a
nde_Egyptianizationn phase, and as a corollary to
this development nativee Kushite influences became more
imp ortan t• The mos,t 0b"ious, indica tion of this
occurrence is the more extensive use of a distinctly
Meroitic language, which was written in hieroglyphics
that are different from Egyptian.9 In addition,
7p• L. Shi~ie, Meroe (New ¥ork, Washington:
1!~rederick A. T>raeger, 196fT, pp , 32-33.
8Herodotus writeS: in the Fifth Century B.a.:
n •••• a great city c~led Meroe, which is said to
be the cap ital of the Ethi opians. n li!-stor~: i1. 2
9
•
9
we
have as yet only partiallY translated this
language; thuS we can read but a few of the Mero
it c
inscriptions.
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relatively non-Egyptian forms began to appear in the
arts. Pottery came to display a profoundly Meroitic
influence, blending Greco-Roman and Egyptian styles
with a native Nubian base. Finally, there are
indications of a return to some of those Nubian burial
practices that had been abandoned during the years of
greatest Egyptian influence. For example, in the
pyramid of a certain king Harsiotef (who has been
dated generally to the Fourth Century B.C.) a number
of bodies were found in add'Ltion to that of the king-
perhaps an indication of the revival of suttee, which
had diaappeared during the Twenty-fifth Dynasty.'O
It must be noted that even during the height of
Egyptian influence the Kushite monarchy maintained
some distinctly non-Egyptian characteristics, and these
1\ff • t· . d 11continued on into the merOl lC perla. In fact, more
10Haycock, "Kingship of Cush," p. 475.
11For example, the throne appears to have passednot from father to son, but rather from the king to
his nearest living relation within his own generation.
A son would become king only after the death of his
last uncle. On the other hand, the Egyptian throne was
passed directly from father to son. Also, while the
Egyptian pharaoh was supposedly divine by heredity,
the Kushite king was divine by selection. He would
have to undergo a process of selection in which the
king of the gods himself, Amun, made the final
decision (presumably through his, priests). Not until
that selection was made did the Kushite king receive
the privileges of both kingship and divinity. Both of
these aspects of the Kushite kingship may be suggested
as non-Egyptian influences, probably derived from the
practices of the early dwellers of Nubia and the
Dongola Reach. Haycock, "Kingship of Cush," pp. 466-470.
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non_Egyptian traits may have appeared, for there is
some evidence that queen regents came to be extremely
influenti~ in Meroitic politics in the First Century
B.C. and afterwards;12 such a practice may reflect
n~ non-Egypti~ influences at Meroe•
13
Napata remained a center of great religiouS
and cultural signifiCance and was apparently the
site of the coronation of the Kushite kings, but from
the First century B.C. until the f~l of Kush Mero
e
was the most important city in Ethiopia. It waS
located in a region with a relatively good rainfall
(unlike Napata-and perhapS one of the factors in the
transferral of the capital from Napata to Meroe) which
could support such crops as minet and cotton without
reliance on artificial irrigation.14 Moreover, there
were valuable depositS; of iron about Meroe, as well as
the forests that would be necessary to provide fuel for
any iron-making industry. And indeed such an industry
did develop at Meroe; vast mou~s of iron slag ~ich
surround the remains of the city give ample proof that
Meroe waS the first great iron-working center of
Ethiopia. Iron implements appear in Kushite tombs as
-----------------
12some of the largest roy~ pyramidS are those of
queens. Inscriptions also Suggest that at times queenS
had great power.
13Haycock, nKingshiP of Kush, n p, 477.
14
Sh
innie, M_ero(£,pp. 158-160.
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early as the Sixth Century B.C., but these pieces were
probably imports.'5 A true iron industry probably did
not develop until the First Century B.C.
However, the wealth and importance of Meroe
were not solely attributable to the goods it produced
itself. Like Napata, Meroe profited from its location
on the trade routes between Egypt and Central A.frica.
In the centuries before the birth of Christ, Meroe was
in close commercial contact with Ptolemaic Egypt; the
fact that there was a brief Egyptian "renaissance" in
Meroe during this period is indication of improved ties
with the north.'6 Later, the Romans would maintain
these trade links. At any rate~ there can be little
doubt that from the years 200 B.C. to 200 A.D. Meroe
prospered and that Kush prospered with it.
But in the years after 200 A.D. Meroe began
to decline. We do not know why this occurred; the
archaeological and literary record simply is too sparse.
All that we can say for sure is that by 350 A.D. (and
probably even sooner than that) the land that had been
under Meroitic control appears to have been conquered
by King Ezana of the kingdom of Axum.'7 In an inscrip-
15Dows Dunham, "Notes on the History of Kush,
850 B.C.-A.D. 350," American Journal of Archaeology,
L (1946), 385. --
16ch' ,u lnnle,
17Axum was
lands.
Meroe, pp. 41-42.
and is a city in the Abyssinian high-
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tion at Axum, Ezana (who reigned from approximately
325-375 A.D.) claims to have defeated a people called
the Noba who were troubling his territory in the region
of the Island of Meroe. 18 It is probable that by t.hLs
time Meroe was already defunct and that the Noba were
nomads who had moved into this formerly Kushite area.19
Perhaps due to the incursions of nomads from the deserts
east and west of the Nile, perhaps due to the incursions
of the Axumites, Kush had ceased to exist by the Fourth
Century A.D.
Nevertheless, there were succesaor-nations in
the area south of Egypt which carried on some of the
tradi tLons of Kush. There were the nomad tribes-the
Blemmyes and Nobatae are the ones most prominently
mentioned in Roman chronicles, as a result of their
frequent incursions into Roman territory. Probably
the most important archaeological]y of the states
which appeared in Nubia and in the Dongola Reach was
the group of peoples collectively called the X-Group
l8There was a classical tradition that the Nile,
the Atbara River, and the Blue Nile all were inter-
connected, so that an island,was formed. It was cal]ed
the Island of Meroe and the city of Meroe was located
on it. This is an inaccurate description of the actual
flow of these rivers-there is no such island. However,
the term "Island of Meroe" has corneto have a
geographical meaning that refers to the general'area
that the Ancients actually thought was an island.
19See Shinnie, Meroe, pp. 52-57 for a copy of
Ezana's inscription and for commentary upon it.
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by modern authOrities. !Ianyof tileearlier authorities
on Sudanic bistory were of the opinion that the ~.
x..lngs
and peoples of Meroe bad migrated from Meroe into tbe
desert-to, for e"ample, Darfur and Khordor
an
in the
soutb-and bad been replaced by an entirely new stock
of people, wbo were thOse ~om we n~ call the X-Group.
Tbese neW invaders: brought witb them a new language,
tbe ancestor of tbe modern tongues spoken in the
nortbern Sudan; efforts are often made to identify
tbese peoples witb tbe lllemmYesand tbe Nobatae.20
However, tbe mos,t recent scbOlarsbiP denies tbis idea
of an exodus bY MeroiteS out of tbeir tr~ition~
territory. Rather tbe archaeolOgical remnants of the
X-Group peoples sboW SO many similarities witb Meroitic
remains that it seems likelY tb~ tbe ~Group peoples
were the same basic s,tocktbat bad formed tbe basis of
the ~sbite state. Tbe differences be~een Meroitic
and X-GroUP culture can be e"plaiDed bY an influ" of
peoples from tbe soutu_perhapS tbe lliemmyes, perbaps
Lhe Noba
tae
, perhaps both of these and otbers,-whO
brougbt with them their own language and superimposed
it and some elements of tbeir of their culture (they
probably b~ little culture of their own) on the
old Merbitic
20 See, for
pp. 174-185 and
; .--,-
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formed.21In addition to these Sudanic nations, there was
one other successor state of Meroe that was of great
importance-althOUgh it perhapS would be unfair to
slight this power by c~ling it a successor state of
any nation. sometime between 1000 B.C. and 4-00B.C.,
emigr~ts from the South Ar~ian kingdoms crossed the
Red Sea and, intermingling with the indigenoUS
inhabitants, established a new kingdom and culture
centered at the city of AXUm• The Kingdom of AXum
soon became a major trading power. Its chief port,
Adulis, was mentioned in the ~riplus ~f the Errthraean
~, as waS the fact that Zoscales, the king ofAXum,
controlled much of the African coastline of the Re(l
Sea. AXum waS essentiallY a kingdom based on trade,
and it became a most wealthy one. OriginallY a
commercial riv~ of Meroe, it eventu~ly ~propriated
most of the trade between central Africa and Egypt
(perhapS a factor in the decline of Meroe). Jlythe
Fourth century A.D. AXum waS the most powerful nation
21
For
further information on the relationshiP of
X-Group to Meroitic civilization, see B~ce G. Trigger,"The Languages of the Northern sudan: An Historical
Perspective," Journal of African Histor , VII (196
6
),
19-25; B. G. Haycock, "'rheLater l'haseS of Mero it ic
Civilization," Journal of E ptian A.rcha
eolo
,LIlI(1967), 107-120; and Bruce G. Trigger, "The Roy~ Tombsat Bal
lana
and Qustul," ,Louroal of Jlgyptian A.rchaeologx,
LV (1 969 ), 117 -1 28 •
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in all of Ethiopia. And its power and influence
continued to grow in the years after the dissolution
of the Homan Empire.22
The Axumites were not precisely a Negroid
23people, but once again that is a distinction which is
irrelevant to our purpose, for the classical world and
its successors considered them to be Ethiopians.24
They were among those Ethiopians with whom the Romans
dealt, but they achieved greatest prominence in the
annals of Byzantine historians; and these deal with
a time period beyond that with which we are concerned.
22Por specific information about Axum , see (Jean
Doresse Ethiopia, trans. Elsa Coult (London: Elek
Books, 1956), pp. 13-89; David Buxton, The Abyssinians
(New York, Washington: Praeger Publisher, 1970), pp. 34-
52; and Edward Ullendorff, The Ethiopiana: An
Introduction to countr~ and Pepple (London: Oxford
University Press, 1960 , pp. 47-100.
23The modern Ethiopians claim the Axumites as
their ancestors.
24For example, Procopius writes, "on the opposite
mainland dwell the Aethiopians who are called
Auxomitae, because their king resides in the city of
Auxomis." History of the Wars i. 19.
IV. CONTACTS BETWEEN
HOWIE AND KUSH (50 B.C.-300 A.D.)
The period of Roman history about which we are
concerned falls within the range 50 B.C. to 300 A.D.,
because we are dealing with contacts between Rome and
Kthiopia south of Egypt and because it was not until
the second half of the First Century B.C. that Rome
began to make its presence in Egypt felt. Three
hundred A.D. has been selected as the end point for
our consideration because it was after that date that
Military Oontacts
Kush had ceased to be a major power, and it is Roman-
Kush relationships with which we are most concerned.
In order to facilitate our discussion, these relation-
ships will be considered in terms of three arbitrarily
selected categories: military contacts, diplomatic
contacts, and commercial contacts.
The first Roman prefect of Egypt was Cornelius
Gallus, who set the frontier between Egypt and the
south first at the First Cataract and later moved it
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up the Nile to the Second Cataract, thus bringing all
of' Lowo r Nubia into Roman terri tory. Cornelius Gallus
was replaced as prefect by Aelius Gallus, who about
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26 B.C. was entrusted with a command that was to march
into and subdue Arabia. He apparently bungled this
task atrociously and was recalled in the summer or fall
of 25. ~ppointed to succeed ~elius was Gaius Petronius,
and it was Petronius who first engaged in military
conflict with the land of Kush.
We have three accounts of this conflict' and all
are sufficiently similar to confirm the reality of the
events they describe. Strabo gives us the earliest and
2the longest account. He says that the Ethiopians were
"emboldened by the fact that a part of the Roman force
in Egypt had been drawn away with Aelius Gallus when
he was carrying on the war against the Arabians ". . . ,
and attacked Lower Nubia, capturing three cities in the
DOdekaschoinos3 and "pulling down the statues of
Caesar." Petronius responded: to this invasion
immediately, setting out with a large force and inducing
the Ethiopians to retreat. He drove them back across the
border and attacked and captured the Ethiopian town of
Pselchis. From there he marched even deeper into the
1There are actuallY four if we include Augustus'
boast that during his reign his forces invaded
Ethiopia. But he gives no details.
2Strabo Geography xvii. 1.54.
3Dodekaschoinos is a Greek translation of an
Egyptian word meaning "land of twelve furlongs." It
was anOther term for Lower Nubia. Emery, Lost Land
Emerging, p. 286.
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territory of the enemy, taking Premnis, "a fortified
city," and then attacking and sacking Napata. This
marked his deepest penetration into Ethiopia, but on
his return to Egypt, "he fortified Premnis better,
[and] threw in a garrison and food for four hundred
men for two years" and then set out for Alexandria.
However, after he had departed, the Ethiopians marched
against Premnis. But when they reached the fortress,
they discovered that Petronius had returned, having
somehow learned of their new advance. A parley was
held and Petronius urged the Ethiopians to bear their
grievances directly to Caesar. This they did, conferring
with Augustus at Samos, probably in the winter of 21-20
B.C. From Augustus they obtained "everything they pled
for," including a remittance of the tribute Petronius
had imposed upon them after taking Napata.
Pliny the Elder gives us another version of this
campaign.4 He says that })etronius captured a number of
Ethiopian towns, including Pselcis and Primis (Premnis?),
and that, marching up the Nile past the Third Cataractp
he reached and sacked Napata.5 That was the farthest
into Ethiopia that Petronius advanced, and that is all
that Pliny tells us.
4Pliny, Naturalis Historia vi. 35.
5" .•. diripuit et N'apata." Pliny, Naturalis
Historia vi. 35. .
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The final account of this affair is that of
Cassius Dio.6 He says that the Ethiopians had marched
into Lower Nubia as far as Elephantine, "ravaging
everything they encountered." But, learning of
Petronius' approach, theY fled back into their own
country, where they were overt~en by the pursuing
Romans and defeated. Petronius then captured Napata,
"among other cities" (which are not named), and "razed
it to the ground." He then withdrew, leaving behind a
garrison "at another point." The Ethiopians then
attacked th~ garrison. Petronius rushed back to the
rescue and brought the enemy to terms.
are obvious; the story of the campaigns must have been
a rather common one. ~l three reports describe the
The similarities between these three accounts
sacking of Napata bY a Roman army under the command of
Petronius. Two appear to mention pselchis (psel
cis
)
and Premnis (primis) among the towns captured by the
Romans. Furthermore, tWO Suggest that the final
resolution of the affair was a diplomatic one.
re~lted in a crushing blOW to the Ethiopians. However,
the evidence within strabO's account would suggest that
the Roman victory waS not Cluiteso overwhelming as one
All three authors imply that the conflict
6CassiUS Dio Roman Histor~ liv. 5·-
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might be led to believe. strabo did say that after a
parley the Ethiopi~s sent representatives to Caesar
Augustus himself and that these ambassadors received
everything they had asked for. Even the tribute
imposed by the all_COnquering general petronius was
revoked. This hardly sounds as if the Romans were
dealing from a position of total strength. Augustus at
this time waS in an expansionist mood; he waS attempting
to extend Rome' s borders' into a number of areas then
beyond the Homan perimeter. and his imperialist aims
could have included the addition of Ethiopia to the
Empire.7 ThUS the Ethiopian attac]c which sparked the
whole conflict may have been either a preventive
attack by the Kushites,. having perhaps learned of Rome' s
plans and deciding to t~e adv~t~e of lelius Gallus'
absence from Egypt with a large number of troopS to
strike first, or else a response to some unnamed act of
Homan aggression.8 If Augustus had wanteil to expand
_____ .-----------
7
The
idea that Rome wantcd to conquer Ethiopia
(~sh) is by no means widely accepted, and there arc
those who maintain that even at this time Augustus'
foreign poliCY was essenti~lY a defensive one.
However. the facts seem to SUggest othBI'Wi
se
. SeeArthur Boak and William Sinnigen, A History of Home to
A.D. 565 (London: The MacMillan comp~Y' 1965), pp. 287-
292 and Shelagh Jameson. "ChronologY of the campaignsof ABUus Gallus and C. petronius," Journal of Roman
studies. ~III (1968). 80-82. - -
8
In
support of this idea. we fi~ in str~O
(Gcog raphy xvii. 1.54 • ): "Petroni US asked the reas ons
why they had begun war. and when they said that they had
been wronged by the Nemarchs, he replied that these
were not rulers of the country, but Caesar. • •• "
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into Kush and if Petronius had really been so
succcssful, Augustus surely would not have conceded
as much to the EthiOpian ambassadors as he did. That
he did indicates that the Roman army was not as
successful in its Ethiopian campaign as suggested.
Yet another fact supports this conclusion.
Str~O's ~d Dio'S accounts both me~ion that the
Ethiopians mounted a second attack, this one after
Petronius' dep~ture from Ethiopia. If Petronius h~
so devasted them as reported, they could not possibly
h~e been ~le to regrOUP as ~icklY as they did and
counter-attack.9 Furthermore, there is'an inscription
at Meroe which appears to give a Kushit
e account of
this whole affair ~d which seems to describe a
somewhat lesS gloriOUS outcome for Roman arms.
10
UnfortunatelY, we are un~le to re~ the entire
message and are therefore uncertain as to its exact
meaning.NeverthelesS, we caD be certain that a clash
between Rome and Kush did take place. AlthOugh biased
in favor of Rome, the literary evidence for the conflict
is sufficiently consistent to confirm the reality of
the event. Indeed, there may be archaeological support
9Jameson, "Campaign of petronius," p. 75.
10
L
• p. Kirwan, "Rome Beyond the Southern Egyptian
Fron tier -" Q_eographical Journal, CXXIII (1957), 12-13 .
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for some of the statements in these Roman accounts.
Both Strabo and Dio mention that the ruler of the
Ethiopians during this affair was Candace, whom Strabo
describes as a "masculine sort of woman, and blind in
one eye.,,11 Pliny also says that a woman named Candace
ruled Meroe, although this statement is not made in
connection with his description of Petronius'
campaign.12 As mentioned in Chapter III, archaeologists
have confirmed the fact that queens exercised great
political power in Kush at this time; perhaps the
Candace of these classical authors was one of these
politically powerful women.
Another archaeological discovery may confirm
one of Str~bo's comments. Strabo mentioned that the
Ethiopians had pulled down the statues of Caesar when
they had first invaded Egypt. Later they were
compelled to return them. But perhaps not all of them-
11Strabo Geography xvii. 1.54.
12Pliny Naturalis Ristoria vi. 35. The idea that
Kush Was ruled by a queen whose name was Candace was
common in classical times. In the Bible, Acts 9.28 we
have this: "Behold, a man of Ethiopia, an eunuch of
great authority under Candace queen of the Ethiopians,
who had charge of all her treasure, and had come to
Jerusalem to worship." We do not know who this fellow
was or what ever became of him; in the Bible we learn
only that he was converted by Philip. Nevertheless,
we see here an example of this belief that Ethiopia
was ruled by a ~ue~n. However, we have no archaeological
proof that Kush was at all times governed by a "Candace."
There were kings during this period as well.
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at Meroe, an archaeolOgical expedition was digging
in the sand under the threshhold of a building and
uncovered a magnificenr bronze bust of Augustus. It
may be that ODe of the statues of Oaesar was not
returned to the RomanS by the Meroites, and if so,
it may be that we ha"e that very bust in our
poss,es
siOD
today. It is a romantic thought-but there
is no way that we c~ verify it. However, it gives
further support to the fact that the Romans and the
Kushites fought one another between 25 and 21 B.C.,
although the st~ggle is more likely to h~e resulted
in a stand-off betweellEthiopian ~d Roman arms than
in the smashing Roman victory that strabo, Pliny, and
Dio claim.
13
'or some tWO hu~red years after this affair
there waS peace on the southern Egyptian frontier-
perhaps a further indication that the Romans had
gained such respect for their southern neighborS'
military prowesS as to avoid military confrontation
with them. In fact, there is only one indication of
conflict between Rome and Kush after 21 B.C., and that
is so unreliable as to be in gr~e doubt.
14
Until the-----13
See
Jameson, "campaign of petronius," for
commentary on the date and results of the war.
14
An
inscription in Greek has been fou~ in Egypt;
many parts of it are missing and it c~ot be dated byouts'ide evidence. One reading of it has, "The Ethiopians
.-
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rph' d ~_ lr ,.entury A.D., both Rome and Meroe were strong
enough to check the incursions of the desert nomads
into the Nile Valley, and, there being no conflict
between the region's two major powers, Nubia was
probably at peace. However in the Third century Rom€
was rent by internal struggle and was unable to main-
tain its former strength on the Nubian border. At the
same time, the raids of such nomads as the Blemmyes
and Nobatae into both Roman and Kushite territory
began to increase, and Meroe itself began to decline.15
The remaining history of the military contacts between
Rome and Ethiopia south of Egypt from this time until
300 A.D. is the story of conflict between the Romans
and the raiding nomads; Meroe has dropped out of the
picture.16 The most complete and important comment we
are in line. The Romans advance, the infantry under the
command of a certain Hufus, cavalry captain Tragus."
Another reading suggests that the inscription really
refers to a fight between T~omans and Blemmyes, with
Troglodytes helping the Blemmyes (the Troglodytes were
a peoole of the desert east of the Nile). This would
take ~he fight described out of the Meroitic period.
But considering the lack of corroborating evidence.of
a struggle between Romans and Ethiopians after 21 B.C.,
we can be fairly sure that the inscription does not
refer to a Meroite-Roman clash. See E. G. Turner,
"Papyrus 40, 'Della Roccol ta Milanese, " <TournaI of
Roman Studies, XL (1950), 57-59.
15There may have been some relat~onship between
Rome's declining strength and the fall of Kush. Perhaps
Kush could not resist the nomads without Rome's help.
16Por a summary of the very limited evidence
of conflict 0ith the nomads during the reigns of Probus
and Aurelian, see Snowden, Blacks in Antiquity, p. 137.
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have on the troubles of the era is that of Pro cop ius,
writing some two hundred years after the fact in the
early Sixth century A.D.17 He says that the emperor
Diocletian visited Egypt and travelled up the Nile,
visiting the much-troubled area of the Dode1caschoinos
(still a Roman territory). Observing "that the tribute
from these places was of the smallest possible account"
and that a great deal of time and money waS being
wasted by the Empire in defending Lower Nubia, he
decided to draW the frontier back from the Second
Cataract to the First. In addition, he invit~ the
Nobatae to come and settle iIllthe abandoned region,
thus creating a buffer against, the Blemmyes in
particular. "Since this pleased the Nobatae, they made
the migration immediatelY • • • , and took possession
of all the Roman cities and the land on both sides of
the river beyond the city of Elephantine." Finally,
Diocletian decreed "that to them aridto the Blemmyes
a,fixed sum of gold should be given every year with
the stipulation that they should no longer plunder the
land of the Romans." But as Ex-ocopiuS concludes, "they
receive this Bold even up to my time, but none the less
they overrun the country there." "'husdespite
Dioeletian's efforts, trouble with the nomads continued
17procopius liistory of the War§. i. 19.
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into the Fifth and Sixth Centuries, at which time these
peoples became the subjects of a number of Byzantine
writings.
There is little that archaeology can do to
confirm or deny Procopius' remarks. One can only surmise
that, as he says that money was being paid to the
Blemmyes and the Nobatae in his own time, he would have
known that such payment was occurring and too the origin
of that payment. However, we have no reason not to accept
his statements, for they are certainly consistent with
one of the facts that archaeology is indeed able to tell
us about Nubia at this time: that it was in great
turmoil.
Diplomatic Contacts
There are a number of records of diplomatic
contacts between Rome and Kush-most of which are in
the form of inscriptions and are what we today call
graffiti. Surprisingly enough, most of these inscrip-
tions date to the Third century A.D., the time of
Meroe's decline, a fact which leads at least one
scholar to suggest that, whatever the status of the
central state at this time, Meroitic influence was
very strong in Lower i'Jubia(.the site of most of these
inscriptions) and that perhaps some variant of the
Kushite state survived here after power at the capital
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had collapsed.18 These inscriptions generally are in
Meroitic; the titles "great ambassador to Rome" appear-s
frequently and the evidence suggests that "long-range
border negotiations" were taking place between Rome
and these Meroites.'9 But inscriptions indicating
diplomatic contacts between Rome and Kush are not
limited to the Third century or to Nubian locations.
One Roman envoy posted to Meroe left his name, on
his way through Egypt, on the walls of the tomb of
the pharaoh Rameses V in the Valley of the Kings.
On one of the pyramids of Meroe, there is an
inscription in Meroitic hieroglyphs recording
a mission bringing gifts from Caesar, "great king
of the land of the west." And south of Meroe, far
from the Nile, at Nlasauwarat (the site of a small
but imposing Meroitic pa~ace) there is the
southern-most Latin inscr~ption known, commemorating
a visitor from Rome to thlS remote spot.20
'l'heseinscriptions provide ample proof of
diplomatic contact between Rome and Kush. However, in
at least one case we have a written record of a
diplomatic/exploratory mission sent by Rome to Kush.
In Seneca's Quaestiones Naturales the philosopher is
discussing the flow of various rivers, and, having
brought up the subject of the Nile, he mentions a
conversation he had had with two centurions, who had
been sent by the Emperor Nero to travel up the Nile
18Haycock,
19Ibid.
20K,lrwan,
"Later Phases of Meroe," p , 118.
"Rome Beyond the Frontier," p. 18.
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in search of the river's source.21 On their journey
they met the king of the Ethiopians and were given a
safe-conduct pass by him for their trek into the far
U h f the Nf.Le.22 wh tpper reacr es 0 II a, causes us to lend
special credence to this story is the statement that
follows, for the soldiers said that they penetrated as
far as a great swamp which blocked their passage. Here
they claimed to have seen two large rocks from which
23the Nile was flowing.
The centurions did not claim to have found the
source of the Nile and we today cannot identify the
two great rocks that they were talking about. However,
from their description there is no doubt that they
reached the great Sudd, a massive, floating tangle of
brush and weed far up the Nile in the southern Sudan-
a swamp which has for centuries barred passage by way
of the river into the interior. This alone is ample
proof that these soldiers actually did undertake such
21 Q t' . 7 II idSeneca Naturalesuaes lones Vl. • Ego qUl em
centuriones duos, qUOS Nero Caesar . . . ad investi-
gandum caput Nili miserat .... "
22Seneca Naturales Quaestiones vi. 7. "... cum
a rege Aethiopiae instructi auxilio commendatique
proximus regibus penetrassent ad ulteriora."
23Seneca Naturales Quaestiones vi. 7. "' ... quidem,
aiebant, pervenimus ad immensas paludes, quarum exitum
nec incolae nove rant nee sperare quisquam pot est . . . .
Ibi, inquit, vidimus duas petras, ex quibus ingens vis
fluminis excidebat. ,II
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a mission and that they did travel far into Ethiopia.
However, Seneca makes the whole trip sound like
a friendly, exploratory mission; we have good reason to
believe that it was more than that. In Pliny's
Naturalis Historia we find this: fl ••• an exploring
party of praetorian troo ps:under the command of a
tribune lately sent by the emperor Nero, when among the
rest of his wars he was actually contemplating an
attack on Ethiopia, reported that there was nothing
but desert.,,24 Pliny makes further reference to the
report brought back by this party and says that the
soldiers reached Meroe and discovered that the land
was greener about that city. Nevertheless, either their
report discouraged Nero's desire to inv~de Ethiopia or
else his deposition interfered with any plans he might
have made, for nothing further is related.
Were the missions described by Seneca and Pliny
one and the same? They may well have been; the purpose
of finding the source of the Nile would have been
an appropriate cover for a spy mission of this sort.
Cassius Dio has something to add to this discussion; he
says, "Nero . did not sail against the Ethiopians .
as he had intended. He did among other things send
24 . I; t di t'Vl. 35. "Certe so l u lnes nuper renun lavere
principi Neroni missi ab eo milites praetoriani cum
tribuno ad explorandum, inter reliqua bella et
Aethiopicum cogitanti.fI
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spies to Ethiopia •... ,,25 It may be that here in
Seneca and in Pliny we have the details of one of the
first recorded espionage tales in history.
Commercial Contacts
Most of the inhabitants of Kush were farmers or
herdsmen. Nevertheless, trade was an important aspect
of Meroe's economic life. We have good reason to
believe that Rome and Kush were in close commercial
contact, even though we do not have any literary sources
that give evidence of that contact.26 Some scholars
have downgraded the importance of trade between Rome
and Meroe, and it is true that by the ~rhird century
Axum h~d established a monopoly over most of the trade
in this area. But in the first two centuries of the
Christian Era Kush experienced such a great degree of
prosperity that this fact can only be explained if we
assume that "there was at least some trade with Roman
25Roman History Epitome of Book lxii (p. 149).
This is dated about 66 A.D., just before Nero
departs on his tour of Greece.
26Nevertheless, some authors (Diodorus and Strabo
in particular) give extensive descriptions of the
customs and livIng conditions of the Ethiopians of
Meroe. These descriptions are in error in many of
the particulars, but they offer some comments that
archaeologists have since confirmed. These authors
must have gotten their information from someone who
had been to Kush-perhaps a soldier, but also perhaps
a merchant. There must have been many Greek and
E;gyptian mercl1ants who either traded with Meroe or
had themselves made the long trip upriver.
- ..-.----~~--- --
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Egypt. Archaeology verifies this by sho~ing us that
there were many Roman imports at Meroe, particularly
imports of glassware.27 In addition, Roman architectural
influences are evident at Meroe, especially in the
structures that resemble Roman baths -and that may
indeed have been public bathing areas.28 Some Homan
coins have been found in Meroitic territory, although
this may not mean very much, especially since Kush
had no coinage of its own and since therefore trade
between it and Roman Egypt would have probably been
carried on in the form of barter.29
What might Kush have exported to Rome?
Undoubtedly, the traditional products of the caravan
trade were passed on by Kush to Egypt-including ivory,
gold, wild beasts, spices, and slaves.30 While many of
these goods could have been obtained from the
Garamantes, from Adulis, or from the East A.frican
ports, there is no good reason not to believe that
they were also obtained by Home from Kush.
27Sh· . IIrnn i.e, r eroe,
28Ibid., p , 79.
29M. Rostovtzeff, The Social and Economic Historyof .the Roman Empire (oxford: 'I'ne Clarendon Press,
1957 ), p. 307.
PP. 130-131.
30Ibid., PP. 306-307. See also Kirwan, "Rome
Beyond the Frontier," pp. 18-19.
IV. CONCLUSION
It is certainly reported that in the interior . . •
there are tribes of people without noses, their
whole face being perfectly flat, and other tribes
that have no upper lip and others no tongue. Also
one section haS the mouth closed up and has no
nostrils, but only a single orifice through which
it breatheS and sucks in drink by means of oat
straws, as well as grfins of oat, which grows
wild there, for food.
The Elder Pliny's credulous description of some
of the peoples of the interior of Ethiopia is
unfortunately typical of most of the information had
by the Romans about Africa. However, there were a few
areas of Africa with which Rome was well-acquainted,
as this paper has shown, and with these areas the
classical world did interact. This paper has considered
that interaction up until about 300 A.D., but I do not
want to leave the impression that after this period
interaction between the Mediterranean world and Africa
ceased. Nubia would undergo a long development, first
under Christian and then under Islamic influence. Axum
would flourish and die, to be succeeded by an equally
powerful and prosperous Abyssinian kingdom. The East
1Pliny Naturalis Historia vi. 35. "Ferunt certe
intima gentes esse sine naribus, aequali totius oris
planitie, alias superiore labro orbas, alias sine
linguis. Pars etiam ore concreto at naribus carens uno
tan tum foramine spirat potumque calamis avenae sponte
provenientis ad vescendum." -
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,l\fricancoast would develop a distinctive history and
culture of its own. And, in succeeding years, the deep
interior would come to the attention of first Arab and
then European exp~orerSt traders, and soldiers.
I have attempted. to show that the roots of this
interaction were present in Homan times-indeed, that
they were present even earlier. I do not claim that
contacts between Rome- and Ethiopia were a dominant
factor in Roman history nor that they altered and
reshaped the cultures of either society. But these
contacts were more extensive than is commonly supposed,
and they were significant to the degree that they did
leave some marks on the histories of both Rome and
Africa. Most of Pliny'S comments about Africa were
sheer conjecture, but some were based on fact. His
information, and that of Diodorus, Strabo, Seneca, Dio,
and the others cited, provide at least an introduction
to the concept of African history.
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The Nile River from Thebes to the Sudd
Axum
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